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WALLS MAGNUM - HSBC LOUNGE



SAMPOERNA MATRIX BOOTH

Design/ 3D Rendering Real Booth



SAMPOERNA A-VOLUTION LAMP & TPOSM

T0TEM 

PACK DISPLAY

In this project we have to develops media branding with new look for Avolution 
which is one of Sampoerna product that try to give another choice for mild 
cigarette smoker.

The objective is to make differentiations between Avolotuion media branding with 
other Sampoerna A Brand media branding.

So base on the brief and the characteristic of the product we decide to develops 
something that more experimental for the media branding, including the shape, 
color, composition, etc. We try to bring the characteristic of modern, contempo-
rary but still look elegance and sophisticated.

This pack display was one of the result that already produced, I also designing 
couple other media such as totem, standing ash tray, branding on sign system, 
and couple media for retail space that are still in production process.

STANDING ASHTRAY



Dji Sam Soe Magnum Filter releasing new packaging to make image of the product more relevant to the target market that they try to aims, 
which is target market that younger than existing Dji Sam Soe target market, but still keep the character of Dji Sam Soe that already known as 
premium class cigarette in Indonesia.

To support the campaign Dji Sam Soe order us to design some media branding for LAMP and TPOSM, so base on the brief we develops a 
concept of media branding that relate to the characteristic of the product and the new look of the packaging.
We try to apply the graphic element of the packaging which is black bar on black packaging on to the media branding, we transform it on a 
shape morphology that represented on a twisted bar shape that become the basic shape of all the media branding.
In term of color, texture and materials we use the color of the packaging which is black on a sleek, gloss and reflective material that represent 
a young, modern and elegance characters.

DJI SAM SOE MAGNUM FILTER NEW PACKAGING CAMPAIGN

STANDING ASHTRAY PACK DISPLAY TPOSM PACK DISPLAY LAMP

TABLE ASHTRAY PACK HILIGTER



The brief is designing a new rack display to 
replace the existing with something that more 
noticeable and have stand out branding that 
remain the audience to “A” brand product.

Base on the brief that give an open opportunity 
to explore the design I try to exercise couple 
of alternatives in sketch and finally I decide to 
use the graphic element that appears in A mild 
packaging which is a light straight line. 

I try to keep the shape as simple as possible to 
get the sophisticated look but still give the touch 
of uniqueness by adding a fluid wave in the 
header so it’s look more dynamic.

In term of color I use white and touch of sleek 
transparent materials that are make the display 
look more simple and modern.

The brief is designing a new rack display to replace 
the existing.

After a short brainstorm I try to make couple 
sketch to define the shape and get the idea of a 
fluid shape that inspired by the shape of smoke, 
I try to tweak the idea to match the design and 
make it look simple, sophisticated and unique.

I choose metallic silver as the color and give touch 
of black to make it look bold and stand out.

SAMPOERNA A BRAND - SOEKARNO HATA DUTY FREE PACK DISPLAY

MARLBORO - SOEKARNO HATA DUTY FREE PACK DISPLAY



PEPSODENT GOLDMINE RETAIL MEDIA

VISO LAUNDRY AREA

In this project the brief is to develop a concept for Pepsodent Goldmine launching.
As the result we make a concept that place media promotion that divided according to the range area from 
retail space. 
Starting from the farther area where we place teaser for the target audience about the new product of Pep-
sodent, for example we place teaser in billboard, street ambiance, signage etc, than closer to retail space we 
place guidance for the consumer and tease them to enter the retail area, after they entering the retail space 
we direct them with all possible media so they would to visit the Pepsodent area, and after they entering the 
Pepsodent area we educate them with all feature and benefit of Pepsodent new product which is Pepsodent 
Goldmine, and suggest them to buy. 

We try to apply the concept to all media branding for example showing in the picture in the left, we design the 
rack on the Pepsodent area alley so the shelf partition have the number that highlighting 8 features of Pepso-
dent Goldmine to educate the audience about the product benefit.

The concept is to design a viso area that representing a flower garden where the target audience 
can get experience of viso great feature which is aroma of the mix of flowers.

In this area we place motion sensor connected to viso aroma perfume spray so the audience can 
smell the flowers aroma, beside that we also decorate the area with grass image floor sticker, 
flowers that spreading around the area, flowers that pop up on rack header etc, so the audience 
who entering this area can feel the comfort of flower garden that representing the feature of viso 
detergent.



PONDS DESTINO BOOTH DESIGN

PONDS FLAWLESS WHITE BOOTH DESIGN

Designing the booth that will be instaled in the grand launching of Ponds Gold miracle.
The product targeting urban female above 30 years old, midle up class so the look of the booth should represent 
the target audience preference, wich is beauty, modern, smart, elegance and little touch of glamorous.

Designing the booth for Ponds Flawless White product.
The product targeting female, teen, midle class so the design look more girly, modern and cheerfull.
To get that image the design apply dynamic simple form, combined with clean color that represent the product
and touch of sleek and gloss materials.



UNILEVER FOOD SOLUTION - Lotte Mart Eureka Area Redesign



UNILEVER ULF VENUE DESIGN



JHONSON & JHONSON YEAR END PARTY VENUE DESIGN

TOI MOI INTERIOR VISUALIZING

Designing the venue for Jhonson & Jhonson’s employee year end party.

The concept is about treasure hunt and and nature adventure.
This venue will be build in an indoor space so the materials, construction
and instalation methode should be well planed.

The design already prepared by other designer, I just have to visualize the design.



CHRISTMAS BUILDING DECORATION DESIGN

HONDA FREED LAUNCHING VENUE DESIGN



DJI SAM SOE BRANDING INDONESIA TEAM SEA GAME BOOTH

GUDANG GARAM ADJUSTABLE BOOTH DESIGN



OTHER PROJECT





LEO BURNETT OFFICE REDESIGNING



KEY VISUAL
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